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Controversy Surrounds
Change in Finals Schedule
GWU Restricts
Smoking on Campus
by celia Hobson . year students would be most
affected by having
.. ~- , Constitutional Law class on On Friday, January 17, the
During last semester s Frida~ and its exam the faculty senate of The George
finals, students were deep into followmg Monday. The change Washington University passed a
their studies with little also would hinder night students resolution which, if approved
awareness of the heavy debate with classes on Friday evening. and implemented by umversity
taking place between SBA SBAofficers were adamant President Lloyd Elliot, will grant
representativ~s and th.e in voicing their concern of this broad powers to severely
Scholarship Oornmrttee over this infringement on the students' restrict smoking in public areas
sprtng's final exam schedule •. As reading period. They asked the of GWUbuildings.
or Ig In a Ll y planned, fmals Scholarship Committee to Acting on findings made by
scheduled on April 30 ·and May consider cancelling the last a committee appointed by Elliot
1, were in conflict with the Thursday and Friday of classes. to address the university's
Jewish observance of Passover. After much debate, the policy on smoking, the
"I regret that we .recognize Scholarship Committee inally resolution places a blanket
any religious holidays," Dean .conceded to cancelling classes prohibition on' smoking "in all
Edward Potts, Chairman of the on the last Friday. University buildings and
Sc hoi a I' ship Co mm itt e e, Dean Potts confessed that facilities except in areas which
commented. . However, Dean adding extra r-ead Ing days are sl?ecifically designated as
Potts is obli~ed to uphold GWU ·"didn't move him, but If it is 'Smokmg Permitted.'"
policy that students shall 1?e important to the students t~e~ Decision making power for
accorded on an Indiv idual bas~, they would go ahead and do It. determining which areas will be
the courtesy of absence on ~lr In past years, reading days have so designated as smoking areas
tradi tional"re}igious ho,~lday '. been kept to a minimum of four. rests with "the Physical Plant
\Y!!bQ.y~.a..gp,g.~J~!.9,..E~.!t~!!clic"n""""....." .. ~.~'I'h e . f ac u 1~y .weren 't\ ... ; -Depar-tmerit.In,coordination with
To-a VOl u .. p r eJ u 1 o' par-t.Icular-y enthusrastfo to cut . all department heads concerned
students wishing to observe the. Friday's classes," explained Dean and wi t h the Sa f e t y
Jewish High Holy Days,. the Potts. Those teaching Friday Department."
Scholarship Committee r-evised sections were not pleased, but The resolution specifically.
the final exam schedule. Tt~e the majority. felt they could excepts three areas from the
last two days of?assover, AprIdl make the adjustment. general policy statement
30 and May 1, WIll be vacate The finals change has not prohibiting smoking. Those
as reading days, and t~ose fmalsd completely solved the problem. areas are investment properties,are moved up to April 28 an Those who strictly adhere to the offices, and residence halls.
29. . ..... holiday will observe all e Ight The resolution states that,
With this resoluti~n,the nights of Passover beginnmg in private offices, smoking is
last day of classes remainedon April 24. Considering the' permitted, but that "smokers
Friday, April 25, only Ieavmg circumstances, Avagliano is must be aware of, and make
Saturday and Sunday as reading satisfied with the revised final necessary adjustments" where
days before finals started on exam schedule. smoke will have adverse effects
Monday. This angered the ~BA The Scholarship Committee on those in adjacent of~iges, or
which views the readmg per-iod went the last mile' to on nonsmokers who V,lSlt the
as too important to be accommodate the students and office. In shared offices, the
shortened to just two days. the situation, according to Dean presumption is against smoking
SBA President, Kare.n Potts. In fact, students will be where one nonsmoker is -an
Avag Itano, voiced. that, thts occupant. Th~ nonsmoker may
change, in effect, dlSCrlmma~ed Go to p, 5, Col. 2 agree to perrmt smoktng,
against everyone else by cut~mg During the senate faculty
the reading period short. FIrst meet ing, concern was expressed
regarding the role of the faculty
in matters relating to student
residence halls. Some senate
members expressed the feeling
that private student matters are
not something that the faculty
senate should be dealing with.
A spokesperson tor the
residence halls was present at
the senate meeting to make such
a I?oint, and emehasize that
reSIdence hall aSSIstants were
better equipped to handle
disputes between studefJ-ts •.
However, the language contained
in the resolution ret lects a
presumption against smoking in
all shared room situations unless
all students agree to smoking.
While the faculty senate has
spoken, it still remains for
President Elliot to approve the
measure. Et!orts to contact
Elliot for" comment last week
were unsuccessful. However,
Associate Provost Marianne
Phelps wascontacted1 'andexpressed the view that Elliot·is
by Robert D. Jacobs
Media Center Burglarized
in televislon- studios, va lued at
$2 000.00. The professlO~al
re~order, larger apd ~eavler
than common VCRs, IS not
compatible for home us~, and
Mr. .Segner was uncertam why
such an item would be take~.
The the!t is beIng
investigated .by both the
Metopolitan PolIce Dep~tment
and University S7curl~Y.. No
us ects have been IdentI~ied. as
~f Pet, and police are proJect~
5~-50chance o! apprehendIng
~he culprit. The two most
recent equipment. t!tefts from
the NLC-- a teleVlSlon and and
amera from The Advocate
c ffice __ both resulted in
~rests of universitl employees
and the recovery 0 the stolen
goods.
A crowbar wieldi~g thi~f
broke into the NLCs. MedIa.
Cen tel' on the evenIng of
Friday January 17 and stole two
video' tape decks valued at
$2,400.00, according to Sco~t
Segner, director of t~e MedIa
Center. The theft, dIscovered
around 4 am' Saturday. by
University Housekee{>1!1g1
destroyed the coded dIgIt a
combination lock that had been
installed to preveht theft •. Mr.
Segner saId tha~ an lr~~
doorjamb has been Installed
prevent future larcenvYIis videoStolen were a at
cassette recorder, valued t
$400 00 and a tnree-qu~. er
inch' p:ofessional televlslod
recorder player commonly use
likely- to adopt the resolution.
Phelps noted that it was
. Elliot's committee that came up
with the report on smoking
policy that was forwarded to,
and approved by, the senate.
"The major features will likely
be adopted by (Elliot) because
the original ideas (in the
resolution) were developed by
the committee appointed by the
prestdent," Phelps said. She
added that, "I know that he's
very anxious to ~et the senate's
recommenda t ion.
If the resolution is indeed
.adopted, it will· take at least
one month to work out varIOUS
details and implement the plan.
One of the crucial details that
must eventually be hammered
out is what areas will be set
aside as smoking areas.
,',;
I
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Faculty Ends Law &
Criminology Program
by Ken Brothers-
toward their Masters in Law and
-Criminolo~y at any given time,
Prof. Robmson and Prof. Starrs
both volunteered to assist in the
administration of the program.
At this point Prof. Banzhaf
moved to. table the proposal to
terminate the program, as "the
primary objection -:- the absence
of a faculty member to supervise
the program -- seems to no
lon~er exist. '.' The motion was
objected to by several,
Qfofessors, fncludin/1i Prof.
"Caplan, who declared I think
we should make a decision and
not shovel it back to the
committee," , and Prof. Cheh,
who called the program an
"embarrassment" to the NLCand
thought it "dishonest" that the
NLC bulletin should list a
program that, for all practical
purposes, does not exist.
Banzhaf's motion was put to
vote, and at fir-stl the count was15 In favor or _ tabling. 13
against, but Dean Barre" asked
for another vote becaL.,d "he
didn't think it would be .so
close" and was uncertain of the
exact count. A second vote
Library News
The Law Library staff will
prepare exhibi ts in support of,
the upcoming speakers in the
Enrichment Program of the
National Law Center.
The exhibits will focus on
biographical information and
writing of Hon, Harry T.
Edwards, Justice' Harry A.
Blackmun, Hon, Shirley M.
Hufstedler, Charles Alan Wright
and Ronald Dworkin.
Students are encouraged to
examine the exhibits, which will
be located on the first floor of
the library near the main
circula tion desk. .
Watch Bleak House
Did"you '.Miss a chapter of PBS'
"Bleak House?
The'Jacob Burns Law Library
has videotapes of the chapters
of
Bleak House available for
v re wrng on an individual or
, smeIl group basis. The tapes may
, be checked out at the first floor'
circulation desk to be viewed in'
the Media Viewing roorrr on LL-
1or in an individual carrel. The
tapes will be available only until
March 1.
1Leg~J ~xib ia 11
As of ",uly.l . 1985, which,
state pays Its Ili.i~t court the·
top annual salarY?
In A Nutshell
f'a'ge 2
.The.Third Floor Jungle
by Scott Ives-
Nobody eyer" told me that
the first· year' of Iawrschool
would be easy. I' carne to the
N. L. C•. expecting difficult
challenges and trying conditions.
I came here expecting to write
until my fingers bled, read until
my eyes went blind and worry
until I developed impressive
ulcers. I did not. anticipate,
however, having to deal with
the third floor candy machines.
Learned Hand described the
study of law as the "maximum
gratification... ." ObVioUSly!
Hand's law school had functiona
candy machines. I have more
empathy for Montaigne. He must
have also been ripped-off before
declaring that "there is nothing
••• so grossly, nor so ordinarily
faulty as the law's [vending
machines]. "
My personal tragedy
occurred a couple of weeks ago
when I was studying late one
evening in the library. I decided
to give myself a break from my
mundane labors (ctv, pro.) ' and
eager ly walked up to the third
floor. I approached the said
candy machine and pondered my
choices. After careful
deliberation, I made my decision.
revealed either some fast
changing of.minds or.valoppy
Despite strong student counting, as the tally came.ito
interest, the law school faculty' 13 for tabling, 15 opposed. '
has voted to abolish the LLM Deba teo continued, and
program in Law and Criminology another Banzhaf-sponsored
due to lack of faculty interest. motion to send the proposal
The vote, which occurred at the .back to committee, along with
faculty meeting on the afternoon a n arne n dmen t by- Pro f-
of Friday, January 24, was Schechter delineating .specific
preceded by sharp exchanges' instructions. to the committee
between professors,motions to . came to naught. .The.LinaLvot e
table or send the proposal back t o . abo Ii s h t h'e, La wa nd
to committee and offers by two Criminology .LLM Program was
faculty members to take over 23 in favor of termination, 8
the program, but all to no avail. opposed.
Talk of abolishing the Law Dean Barron made it clear
and Cr-Iminology program has that the students presently in
been e Ir-cu Ia t Ing about the the program will be
school. for more than a year. "grandfathered along" until they
At the faculty retreat last fall, graduate. Terrninat ion will only
the merits of the program were affect future enrollment.
discussed, and the feeling within In other action the faculty
the f acul ty was to approve the agreed: .
termination of the program. At - To allow tenure-track
the December 1985 faculty associate professors to vote on
meeting, the Graduate Studies admission of other tenure-track
Board, chaired by Prof. Solomon, professors to the faculty only
recommended the program be after the associate professors
terminated. . have. been at the school for a
However, when Solomon year or more. The compromise
proposed the termination of the was reached after a half-hour of
program, several faculty spirited closed-door debate
members responded as if this between professors who wanted
was the first time they .had to limit voting rights to tenured
he ard 0 f the pr opos a 1. faculty only and others who
Discussion regarding the merits wanted to be in accord with the
of the program revealed that custom of .grant ing tenure-track
cancellation of the program professors the right to vote.
would make it impossible for - Approved three-hour credit
future military JAGstudents to for students successfully writing
enroll, which was news to many onto the Journal of International
of the professors. and: Economic:"Law.-".(',."2 "'-:fe.'....,;
Prof. iMallison'reviewedthe· . -Approved a, new two-hour
history, of the Law and class on Banking, to be taught
Criminology program, saying that by Prof. Clark.--. .'-- ..:..---- '.~..
eight or nine years ago Admtnal->..··'..; ''A' 'p r~ov·e-·d'''VtnCe->:·rrS't·'...,o{
Robinson, then Navy JAG, canSIdates for February
conducted a "test" of different Commencement.
law school LLM programs in .~~~:!!:~==~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lawand Criminology by sending
students to different schools.
The NLC was "by far the most
outstanding," and JAG's have
been coming ever since.
Elimination of the. program,
though it would not actually
remove any courses from the
curriculum, would probably make
it impossible for JAG's to
qualify for military scholarships.
After Dean Green conceded that
.there was "considerable student
interest in the program," with
five or six students' working
in a Bar Review Course.
This extraordinary effort
makes the difference.
D-8: a Baby Ruth. After putti
in my money, I eagerly await
my purchase. The machi
sprang to life. The wire giz
began to .. turn and twist
Baby Ruth toward my anxio
hands. But' cruel fate was
deny me' my object of destr
The machine suddenly turn
off. The wire gizmo froze.
Baby Ruth teetered over t
precipice of freedom y
re~ained trapped in its gla
prrson,
I kicked punched a
pleaded with the machine to
avail. I even threatened leg
action. The machine, howey
chose to respond to neither
rationalizations of go
consideration nor to my charg
of breach of contract. Instead
simply taunted me with
imprisoned and beloved Ba
Ruth.
Two third year studen
whom I turned to for he
offered little solace, Instea
they snidely observed that ev
a machine could detect a low
One-L.
You know, sometimes
. these cold winter nights I st
awake wondering who it w
that finally ate my Baby Rut
They were right. Law scho
really is a jungle.
For more information contact \ @
your Pieper Representative or I
i '=3 --. f[!J -,?
telePhon,e: .' . \~\:'~ti~_...'.~_-·(516)747.4311 t~\"i
PIEPER NEW YORK·MULTISTATE
BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501
WJ3.~ ~~~:rW ~13~
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Should Professors. be':Required to Stay for Finals?
'/ Nadine Hyman , ',bad enough tha~' they have to ,'~ rt:view session during reading must be circumspect when there
With 'You'r heart pounding grade 200 boring exams." per-iod completely distorts its are just a few students asking
ard against your rib cage, you ,~rese~t1y, there is no purpose. The sessions can .go questions so as not, to give them
, 11 t thr h f· ,admInIstratlVe policy requiring on hour after hour w i t h an undue advantage."
rranUca yore.. oug. ~es 0 ••" .the: presence or absence of students concerned about the In regard to his presence
your first s,em,ester 'or tsI "t~cU:!ty durIng' the readin~ time ,it is taking away from at,the actual exam, he said, "I
notebook searlch'mg for the period or dur-ing the' ac tua studying for "other exams but ~lt p'olny' I went and stayedinformation tha't would make or I ,Preak you on the final lurking exam. .' scared to leave!" t e first if teen minutes. Being
oustaround the corner. .. ~ssistan~, Dean Potts . F8:culty members there, is fundamentall,y public
After' calling everyone you explamed that, For many years, In~ervIe~ed held various re,latIOns. It has nothing to do
ould think. of and ending up every faculty member was ph Ho soph ie s regarding the with the academto process.
[th four questions instead of required to pick up the exam, s i~nif~canct: of exams and A~ademicall~, it is a waste oftake It to the exam room matntatned dIfferent convictions ttme. Does It make the students
ne, did you dial your analyst administer it and proctor thJ as to their own responsibilities. feel good? You tell me."
r your professor? exam--with the rare exception Professor Park felt that, "The A young teaching tellow
Although it is disputed of illness or emergency. Then professor should help the had strong feelings about a
hich one would have been of as the racutty was enlarged the student inte~rate the material professor's obligation to his
rea ter assis tance, many younger ~a~t.ilty thought this' was and that imphes being available st ude nts. "Prof s, ~hould, be
tudents feel that they are an ImpOSItIOn. In addition, the to the student for a period of available dur-Ing readmg pertods
eing sold short by faculty SBA requested that the overviewing the course. But and at the actual examination
embers who are not available professors not be present during this c~? be done before exam for t~chnical pr0?tlems in the
uring the reading period and at the exam because their presence per-Iod, exam, ,he said, To say that
he administration of final was intimidating, and students 'II Professor Nash commented,' the dut ies end at the last day
xams. "Students complain feared that the professors could It should be the student's of class IS wrong. It IS
bout it every year," said identify the student with his or responsibility to pull together unrealistic to think that
Charles Robertson, 3L executive her number as the exams were the material, but once they have problems Of understandtng the
ice president of the 8BA, who turned in," . really worked at that, there course wont arrse l,n those two
eels that the profs.'absence, Potts also noted "Most should be some place that they weeks. As a pract ical matter,
'reflects on the faculty's general faculty were delighted ~hen the can go if they have questions. when ~ou are studymg for the
nalaise towards the concerns of administration established a full The;yshouldn't; be left dangling. exam IS when you are Iearnfng
the student body." proctor system with no ThIS IS an awfully good the course. If the professor IS
"We realize that the professors present during the op~ortunity to do som.e teaching, not there, he, or she is ~lssmg
aculty have a great deal of entire exam. What has evolved WhICh seems to me IS why we a good teachmg opportumty.
work to do at this time of the is a situation where the Dean are here." Students seem to be in
ear, but it's hard for students has urged faculty members to be This year was the first agreem~nt that professors sho~ld
to understand why they can't be in the building at the time the time that ~ash was. unable to be ~vallabl~ for them du~m~
ere durin~ exams to answer exam is given and has further hold a reVIew seSSIOn shortly readmg perIOds and at fma
uestions, commented Karen encouraged professors to make ~efore the exam. He noted, exams. Howeve~, the faculty
vagliano, president of the ~BA. several appearances during the Grades came out roughly the expressed varY,lOg attitudes
The majority of students exam. Personally, I want to be same, although there were more toward3 st,udent mdependence in
interviewed felt that professor there to handle problems when egregious mistakes than usual. the leairmng Pfrocfss. ~ w1
accessibility during exams and they arise rather than when It is conceivable that some of conce ve 0 . ,aw sc 00
reading period should not be reading bluebooks at a ·later these things may have come up profelsorls as gUld~n~m~ntors~
mandator y policy. However, d~te. Typos and text omissions at a review session right before as 10 ty efclturterst'h er taps f
ost expressed the belief that 1 b d' d b th the exam" answer re ec s e na ure 0
the faculty should be available g:~so~n JhO ~~~~~h~e exa~." e To NasP.t an ideal policy law its~lf--there are no easy
as a matter of good faith, and . .. Potts, acknowledged that wo~ld be, ,to schedule open answers,
their absence should,be"warned~'", the- faculty-sometimes uses this reVIew seSSIOns a d~y or two iii _
t and excused~-by~something, period for nonacademic pwposes. befor~ the exam. ThIS is about
'more important than a personal Potts said,"It is no secret that ,a.::;.s.f~a~lr_a~s.:y~o~U~C~o~U;l~d;_:g e;;;t_. ,.,;.;y~O~U~ ~_~...;...;..;.. ...
acation." we have professors who go on r
One 1L emphasized that vacation after the last class.
exam time is "the most We say the exam is a sound
important time of the semester educational product in itself,
and [due to a prof.'s absence] and there should be no
uestions came up that I distinction between it and a
ouldnlt have answered. If they regular class. I would like to
re going to be away they see the f acuity adopt a
hould at least stay for some requirement that except for
art of the time." emergencies such as illness, they
Helene Long, another IL should be present. ' But, I'm
aid, "I found it helpful to be open for suggestions."
ble to have points clarified Dean potts,had a different
rior to the exam. They should attitude toward faculty presence
e available for aooointrnents." during the reading period. "In
Scott Segel a~2L expressed the past," he said, "there was
more care-free attitude, only an exam period, and
'Professor X was available for professors were strongly urged
hree hours for questions and not to converse with the
ns we rs. -This was good. students. With the advent of
tudents should take advantage the reading period! there has
f this to relieve 'exam anxiety been no general po icy. There
nd calm down. If the profs. is a question in my mind as to
ant to do it, great, but if not, how much professors should
tIs the students problem. It's respond to individual questions.
find 0.furry Valenl:im J
ep$nchan lerL
~rest-
Fine and furry friends
to say ~'I love )Cu,"-
2(XX) Ftri(l?y_I~~~~9__8Y~,!~_Y~("
:i:',t.../>~:..:...,.:,.....,:,.::.:~:::~:.~-:."":-:;::':~'-:'.;;··::.,!,.;.:.,~? :-:'-:·~'~·C':·~"::~'.,,::.'
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Wanted: Help for the Homeless
By Mark Graven
Law students who want to
help the homeless will soon have
a means.
A legal clinic is being set
up at a shelter run by the
Community. for Creative' Non- ,
Violence (CCNV) in Northwest.
While the clinic will utilize pro
bono work from lawyers, Iaw
students are also needed to do
volunteer work' at the shelter,
according to Patty Mullahy, the
la wyer in charge of set ting up
the program.
This is a very good way to
get into poverty law," said
Mullahy, a graduate of
Georgetown Law School, and an
associate at Roisman, Reno &:
Cavanaugh, a Washington firm.
Mullahy has done legal work
f or the CCNV in the past and
coordinated a training session
last December for lawyers
interested in doing pro bono
work for the homeless. Mullahy
Consumer H-E-L-P
Advice for Anxious Renters
By Nancy Lu
Dear Consumer Help:
When my roommates and I
moved into a Northwest, D.C.
apartment last August, the
" restdent manager insisted that
we pay a security deposit in
addition to the first month's
rent. .
Although we have had some
parties .rrom time to time, the
apartment is basically in the
same condition as was when we
moved in, except for some minor
damage. '
First of all, there is. a dent
in one of the walls. (During our
pre- Halloween festivities, an
unknown party guest dressed as
Chief Justice Burger threw a
bowling ball down the hallway
and it crashed into the walt.)
Secondly, the dishwasher no
longer works--it simply stopped
functioning without provocation,
Finally, there are numerous
scuff marks and nail holes on
the .walls, floors, and ceilings.
My roommates and I will be
moving out as soon as we find a
new 'apartment. The manager
claims there have been too many
complaints about noise and has
asked us to leave. He says he
plans to keep our security
deposit to pay for all the
, headaches and nerve damage we
have caused him to suffer. Can
we expect to see any of our
security deposit again?
'Anxious Renter
, Dear Anxious,
all monies paid to the owner
must be deposited in an' interest
bearing account (596 per annum)
within thirty days of receipt.
The owner IS also required to
state in. a written a~reement the
terms and condi t tons under
which the security deposit is
held.. . ,
When a tenant moves out,
and thereby terminates the
landlord/tenant relationship, the
owner has forty-five days to
either return the entire security
deposit (plus interest if the
tenancf lasts at least twelve
months or notify the former
tenant. of his intention to
withhold any monies.
U the owner elects the
latter course, the balance of the
deposit plus interest must be
tendered within thirty days after
the first notice. In addition, an
itemized list of, the. deduct Ions
and reasons there ror-e.. .must
accompany the remainder of the
security deposit.
An owner may hold money,
for damages specified in the
terms and conditions of the
security agreement. "Headaches"
and "nerve damage" are not,
'proper grounds for deductions.
In your case, you can probably
expect a deduction for the
repair of the "dent" in the wall.
Generally, a tenant is not
responsible for normal wear and
tear. Therefore, you should not
be charged for the dishwasher if
it simply stopped functioning
"without provocation." The same
is true for the scuff marks and
nail holes so long as they are
not excessive. '
To avoid potential problems
recovering a security deJ?osit in
the future, consider taking the
following protective measures
before' moving into you next
apartment: .
1) Get a copy of the lease
specifying your rights and"
obligations as a tenant.
2) Inspect the apartment
'and carefully list any, existing
. damage. .
, 3) ..Get" a receipt for any
money paid. to the landlord.
4) Keep records of
; appliancesJplumbing, or lights
,which malfunction and report
problems immediately. ,
5)Finally, to help ensure
the prompt return of a security
deposit, give the landlord a
thirty day written notice before
vacating the apartment. ~
* * *
says that recently CCNY leader
Mitch Snyder sug-gested that
some of that tratning should be
put to use by establishing a
'clinic at the CCNY shelter,
which is located at Second and
D streets. '
"He (Snyder) said 'we'~l
J?rovide you the space, but this
IS your clinic. III said Mullahy.
The CCNY almost did not
have any space to provide. The
Departmen t of, Health and
Human Services attempted to
have the shelter closed on the
grounds that it was "unfit for
human, habition." The D.C.
homeless were to be shuttled to
a new shelter in .Anacostta, But
the CCNYrecently obtained an
indefinite stay of eviction from
the she Iter,
The, shelter has had more
than its share of news the past
few years. This is the shelter
for which Snyder went on a
hunger strike to obtain federal
funding, thus attracting national
media attention. Now Snyder's
life is being made into a docu-
drama staring actor Martin
Sheen.
Despite the glitz and glitter
entering the scene, the problems
of the homeless remain.
Mullahy's ~oal is to establish a
"wholistic legal clinic-- one
that can not only dispense legal
services, but that can be
accompanied by job and housing
counseling, among other things.
According to Mullahy, the
homeless have a surpr Is Ing
number of areas where they
might need legal assistance,
.. including securing benefits from
pub lic' agericies, family 'law,
:. e mP110 y,m~e,I},~..~~? .:,~(),u,~,i}lg
,.prob ems." ., '. '
, Many.of' the homeless, says
MUllahy, 'are 'riot receiving
benef its to which they may be
legally entitled, such as Social
Security, Supplement Security
Income, or veteran's benefits.
In the family law area, there
are battered' women among the
homeless who may. be able to
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press charges against t
p~rsons who have done th
VIolence.
Housing is obviously
area where the homeless m
have problems that could
legal attent Ion, Pe.rhaps th
was an Improper evictton 0
secur i ty deposit that ~as
refunded. Perhaps the pers
was improperly bumped rrom
public housing waiting list
In other cities, the hom~l
who engage in day lab
programs have trouble collect'
pay. This could become
problem in Washington too
hopes for a day labor progr
are realized, says MUllahy.
She says that law stude
m ight be partiCUlarly helpf
do Ing intake work-- that
iden tifying people's proble
through interviews. In addit i
students could do some follo
up representational work. Oft
a homeless person does not n
a full-fledged lawyer, b
someone capable of guiding hi
or her through the bureaucrat
maze to benefits.
Satellite intake centers a
planned as part of the progra
One is tentatively slated f
Miriam's Kitchen in the Weste
Presbyterian Church, a fe
blocks from the NLC. Mulla
says this, would be a natur
location for NLC students t
staff.
Those person interested
, helping can coritact Mullahy
543-4900.
Jregal tEribia 1111
1bere are only three stat
. that have no minimum age as
who may be executed, and a
do not allow jUdges and juri
to consider age as a mitigat·
factor in sentencing one t
death. 'In ~IJ; then, it
possible for a . d of any 8j{
to be given the death penalty
these states. What are
three' states?
RES IPSA LOQUITUR
•'The Pieperl'{ew Yo~k State ... Multistate Bar
Review, offers an' integrated approach to the N.ew
York, 'Bar .~am. We emphasize sophisticated
me~ory techniquesJ~ay writing skills and a concise,
. organize4.:.'presentfltion, of ~.he,Jaw. You will. be
prepared.'and c~nfulent. '
PIEPERNEW YORK-MULl1SI'AlE BAR REVIEW
It Speaks For Itself.
; d~',,~·'l~-W
, '9<: airlT
c.
.S~};:tf.: '19110
90 Willis Avenue,
Mineola, NY 11501
Telephone: (516) 747-4311
(jJ. .~..
In the District of
Columbia, a dwelling owner may,
require tenants to pay an
amount equivalent to one full . First year students: Space
month's rent as security for '. Isavattable fo~ vC?lunteex:s~ ~
performance of a tenant's Consumer ~edlatlQn Chmc If
various obligations. you would l1ke a change of pace
, Du"ring ·-the--"ternr·-0:t··lr-·---from--Clli'S'ses:-·Miii'~: 4 hours per
tenancy, the owner is en~ltled week. Conta~t DaVId .M~dme at
to only one security deposIt' and, 676-7463 ,or m the cllmc.
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NLC in Roundball Tourney
Professor Prof/1e
A Closer Look at Luize Zubrow ..
. .... . th useful experience since "the. ~.'. the student than Just ~he. baste . functIon of mf?rnpng . e outcry made a difference."
by N.J. GottfrIed . ,. ;i.·tene.ts f:)f-. ?o.1Jlmercla.l. :.law. ". s.tude n t ..o.f . the;.il~m s p.ohcy .' She. has also worked on !
:"Al though she hopes t ha t ". while provtding the Interviewer several pro bono cases while an !
.. , "W7 '1~';" ~'·2"" .... ~~.:- e> students will leave ~~.rr.~Ql,lfses .;,;.,with ~ s~nse of the Importdan~e associate at Covington and :
[Ed. note: ThIs is the. first' in with an understandmgof. the 'of this Issue to law stu en s Burling. For example, one year I!
an occasional ser-Ies- that '.the basic doctr-Ines, she a lso thinks they hope .to recrutt, she spent approximately 40% of
Advocate intends to' publish, that it is cr It icalfy Important Mos t Imp or t a n t, Zubrow her time working with lawyers I
spotllgnnng faculty members at for students to learn statutory admonishes law students to from the Appalachian Legal I'
the NLC] .. skills. The law IS bound to remember that "small steps make Research and Defense Fund
e ha nge while stud~nts' are a difference- this small amount challenging the validity of using I.,Professor Luize Zubrow has pract ictng and for this reasgn of time is a contribution and it property taxes to fund public
been teaching Oommerctal Paper! stu den t s mus t havet e is important for law students education in West Virginia. The
Sales and Sales Fmancmg, ana confidence to work 'Y1th corrplex with convictions" to insist upon lawsuit claimed that. students
Creditors' and Debtors' Rig~ts statutes and regulatfons, . it from poor districts were not ,
at the NLC since 1981. WhIle But just as important, • Not surprisingly, Zubrow has receiving the "thorough and I
Zubrow wants h~r .students to . always attempted to incorpo~ate efficient education" guaranteed
recognize the dIffIcult moral, these beliefs into her own hfe. by the state constitution.
ethical, potft tcal; and econo~lc While a law student at the Professor Zubrow considers :.
issues inherent m commercll,ll University of Colorado, she herself fortunate to have fo.und
law in this count,ry. There IS missed her first y~ar .second a vocation which ~he fmds
always a tenSIOn bet~een semester final exammatIOns to "personally satIsfying!
creditors' and debtors' rIghts, participate in the March on intellectually challenging, ana
and students .must al~ays ~ake Washington to protest the fun," enjoys livi~g in McLe~n,
thesecompetmg conSIderatIOns Vietnam war. Though she had Virginia) and hkes readmg
into account when, for example, to make up the exams in the novels, rIding her .horse) play~ng
they reflect upoJ?-how SOCIety fall semester of her. second tennis and spendmg tIme WIth
l?ho.u~d deal wIth bankrupt year, she believes that It was a family and friends.
mdlvlduals. t that • • •__._••.•••• •__••__• • •__..
Zubrow points ou . -,------------- -- ; .
while the UCC was cr~ated. m ! i
order to establish um~ormlty l
among states in cOl?merclal law! l
the drafters of ArtIcle 9 r~fusea l
to add provisions protectIve of ~
consumers, since those
provisions were thc;mght to. be
the most controverSIal and ml~t
jeopardize acceptance of the
UCC in its entirety. .
It is this basic sensitiVIty to
competing considerations that~
Zubrow nopes to instill in her
students. While Zubrow
.encourages studentl? t~ pursue
. 'obs in the publlc mtere~t
. ;ector she also stresses that It
" is nec~ssary for all melJlbers of
,.the Bar to fulfill the}r moral
'obligation by pet:formmg. such
~or~he believ~s' that it is. up to
law.students to. ~certam t~e
: law' firm's pohcles. on thlS
'matter during; the.mter,:le'r
stage •. ;This serves:. the . ua .
;
. .. e~nilll.·""'""~""~Q-:.-"'.liI:"'''--·2'-'':~~ ";tJ'-"'~"~"-"".-~ ~ ,~ - ir "• .-tr .,... .:..""...'..'-f:;-r4 ~....... .' -
I
By Robert D. Jacobs
If it's uncommonly quite on
the Smith Center basketball
courts over the weekend of
February 7 8, anq 9, don'f be
surprised. the NLCs contmgent
of' basketball talent, both men
and women, will be competing in
the First Annual' Mid-Atlantic
Law Sc h 0 0 I .Bas k.e t ball
Tournament, to .be . he Id . at
M0 n t g 0mer yC 0 11e g e in
Rockville, MD. .
Twenty regional law schools
were extended' invitations to
compete in the double·
elimination tournament.
According to tournament founder
and director, Matt McGrath, the
idea is for law students to have
some fun and have a chance to
meet other area students. In
keeping with. this Ide a, all
participants WIll rece ive a t-
shirt and an invitation to a
pizza Farty on Saturday as a
part 0 . their entry fee.
Tryouts for the NLCsquad'
were held January 21, and a
team of ten "all-stars" was
chosen, to be coached by Steve
Sheinbaum. Also, it is likely that
a second team from the NLC
will journey to the tourney. TIle
second team, an NLCintramural
team known as Rufus and the
Magnetics, will be coached by
she has actively pursued her
interest in the field of
commercial law, including .the
publication of two law. revl.ew
articles on proposed legIslatIve
reform in this area, she also
remains involved m student
activities. Ms. Zubrow has been
the advisor to the Equal Justice
Foundation for several years and
haS informally made sug~estions
to the Law AssociatIOn for
Women.
Prof. Zubrow believes that a
UCC course has more to offer
Brett- Levine, and will be
composed primarily of players
who participated in the NLC
homecoming football game.
McGrath is hopeful that the
NLC faithful will trek to
ROCkville and cheer on the
teams. Admission is free.·
t
CONTROVERSYfrom p, 1
. finished with their finals on
Tuesday to allow 40 minutes
travel time before sunset when
the Jewish holiday actually
begins.
The conflict was first brought
to the attention of the
Scholarship Committee when two
concerned students confronted
Dean Potts with the problem
last October. It was not until
December, however, that the
change was announced to the
students.
The committee moved
deliberately, but in a timely
fashion, to await what the rest
of the university would decide
on the issue before committing
the law school to a revised
schedule, All students should
have received a letter notifying
them of the finals change before
the beginning of the semester.
.-:"""""",,,,_~,r
LAW STUDENT RESUMES
* * A Specialty of The Resume Place, Inc. * *
FIRST CLASS QUALITY IN TYPESETTING,
WORD PROCESSING, PRINTING. Personal, profes-
sional assistance in selection of format, use of type
throughout the resume. Over 16 years' experience with
.typesetting resumes for law students! Skilled in ans~ering
questions, handling format problems, and selectmg a
typestyle to best present your copy.
THREE YEARS DISK STORAGE - FREE! Original
typesetting range: $40 to $49.50. ~pdate cost in .six
months. (based on addition of new Job and up to ftve :
other line changes): $25.00. Printing and matching paper
and envelopes: extra.
All major credit cards accepted. Fast turnaround! Normal
timing: 3 days. (24-hour and 48-hour rush services
available.) .
NOTE: If you are planning to update your resume in
August - come in early and beat the r~sh! P/~cement
Office has brochures describing our seruice, prices and
samples.
THE RESUME PLACE
810 - 18th Street, NW
(near 18th & H Sts.)
Washington, D.C. 20006
Just dial: RES-UMES
737-8637
CORFU HAIRSTYLIST
&
BARBERSHOP
1917 EYE STREET.N.W.
WASHINGTON.D.C. 20006
: .
TELEPHONE: (202) 331-8992
ApPOINTMENTS: 8.00 AM TO 11 :00 ~MANO 2:00 PM TO 5:3.0 PM
Present this coupon and get
$1 off regular prices. :._ f
.1
......................................... ~ .
,Meet the Chinese
State of the SBA .............................................. ~ . .. .. .
The visiting students from the Bank of China, spent
the People's Republic of China of the December breakPar
(profiled in The Advocate last Manufacturer's Hanover in Na
semester) will be glvmg a talk Y.ork, and will speak e
on their impressions of the dIfferences between the banl/
United States, and the recent systems. In
changes in China~" ~'. . All students are welc
Mr. Li Xu in particular will .and a q.uestion and an~m
address the differences between per Iod wi l l follow their br1e
the Cultural Revolution and the talk •. The presenation will e
current government's policies. on Fr-Iday, January 31 1986b
Mr. Zhong Xu, a banker with L201 at 4:~5. A reception' ,IIfollow thetr talk. . WI
by Karen Avagliano
With Student Bar
Association elections coming up
again, I woul? like to leave my
term of offlce b¥: recounting
some of the 'SBAs activities
during my tenure.
Since taking.office. last
February, I believe the SBAhas
become a visible and active
organization, which students feel
free to use anytime they wish
to bring issues and questions to .
the attention of the f acu ltyand
ad"!iI!-istratio!l. Assuming our
postt tons at the conclusion of
the night school issue, Vice-
President Franc Perry and I felt
that students and faculty
questioned the prestige of GW.
As a result, we believed
that the SBA should take an
active role in reaffirming this
prestige . in the eyes of all
members of the NLCcommunity.
Toward this end, we have done
whatever possible to provide
students with activities and
services which give them
. reasons to be proud of GW.
Last semester, we held our
first Homecoming. As a result
of this highly successful event,
we have opened channels 01
communication with the
Georgetown SBA. That
organization is eager to' have
other activities with us,
including parties and lectures.
Also, Georgetown .is especially
looking forward to a rematch
next year.
This year, we also rewrote
. the Academic Evaluations so
that they are now reflective of
thela w school experience. We
are working diligently so that
they will be available for
s tude nt use be for e.
preregistration.
. Our next p~oject is to
wrfte an Academic Evaluation
which will be used for students
partfetpattng in clinics. .
Late last semester, we
successfully opposed the
Scholarship Committee decision
to move fmal exams and shorten
Reading Period, and negotiated,
WIth the Dean to have Friday
classes c a ne e lIed so that
students will have adequate
opportunity to prepare for their
.fmal exams.
In leaving the position as
President, I would just like to
say that I have enjoyed the
SBA. There have been many
SBA events which were made
possible only through the hard
work and comraderie of
everyone in the SBA. I thank
everyone for all the work they
. have done.
I believe that in the end, a
school is only as strong as Its
s tude n ts} because students
become alumnt, and if we have
had a good experience at GW,
we will speak well of it when
we graduate.
I believe that this is what
he Ips he igh t en a school's
prestlg~. So, If the SBAhas'
made hfe here any easier or
any more' fup, then we have
been successful.
Thank you for all your
support; . I'm glad that I was
-Presidentvbut I'm also looking
forward to being a regular thi.rd'
year!
Moot· Court News
How to Join Moot Cour
.Mikel Schwab and Kevi
.Simpson will compete in th
reg ionals for the American Tri
Lawyers Association Competitio
·to be held "in Baltimore i
March.. Matt Melone will serv
as a WItness for the team.
The Moot Court Board has
announced that first-year day
and second-year evening
students will be selected to join
the Boa r d through their
performance in the moot court
class and a. voluntary second
round.
Tara Witmer, Chairperson
of the Board's Moot Court Class
Committee, said "Many students
wa.nt to know how they can get
on the Moot Court Board. We
want . to provide them with as
much inf orma tion about the
selection process as possible
The addition of the second
.round should make the process
more objective."
Alfstudents enrolled in the
moot court class are eligiblefor
Board membership. Each moot
court class ,.section has .."been
assigned:': a ,":committee o!."'nilie
Board .members whichwilhscor-e-;
all br-iers for content and blue- ,
booking and all oral arguments
for that section. Based on the
Board's scoring, eight to twelve
students from each section will
be selected by that section's
committee to participate in the
second round.
Participation in the second'
round is voluntary· however
only students whopatticipate u{
~h~second round are eligible to
jorn the Board. Eachsection
will conduct its. own separate
second round. The selected
students will argue the same ~
side that they argued .in their
moot court class and will submit
the same. brief that was turned
In to thefr teaching fellow.
A panel of three Board'
members will score all oral
argU!Dents and briefs for one
sect ion, ThISpanel will select
a t least. three students from
~h~t sechon to. be invited to
Jom the Board.. From this
.p~ocess, at least twenty-one
flr~t-year students will be
InVlteq to join the Moot Court
~ard 10 April.
Competitions
Jessup C~p
Regional
Competitors
The NLC will' be'
represented at the regional
competitio.ns for the Jessup Cup
by a team consisting of Bruce
Rosenberg, Andrea Walker Jeff
Chasen, Eric Bloom, and joshua
Golomb. Oral arguments will be
held at· Howard University on
February 22 and 23.
Van Vleck
Finals
The final round of th
Van Vleck Competition will se
Jim Edmonds and Jesse Dillo
argue against Steve Becker an
Bob Muilenburg.· The argumen
will take place on February 2
at 4:00 pm in the Moot Cour
R00!TI' Adam. Bloomens tein
ChaIrman of the Van Vlec
Competition, and Liz Price
V.ice,-presideht ";of'~the Board
announced that the Honorabl
Harry.Edwards and th
Honorable Kenneth Starr! U.S
Court of Appeals, D.C. CIrcuit
and the Honorable Penfiel
Jackson, U.S. District Court fo
the, District of Columbia, wi!
serve as judges. The winners0
the Van Vleck Competition ar
eligible to represent the NLCa
the National Moot Cour
Competition.
..... i'. -.~~ ~.;
EVERY AVAILABLE
AID FOR THE
·LAW STUDENT Giles Rich
.Winners
The final round of th
intramural tournament for th
1986 .Giles S. Rich Moot Cour
Competition was held 0
Saturday, January 18, in th
Moot Court Room before a pane
consisting of Chief Judg
Howard T. Markey and Cireui
JUdge Jean Galloway Bissell of
the U.S. Court of Appeals fo
the Federal Circuit and JudgeH.
Robert Mayer of the U.S. Cfaims
Court. The finalists, chosen
after two preliminary roundS
involving eight two-person
teams, were J. Peter Fasse an
ZoSan Sam Soong representing
Acme Industries, the owner of
the patent in suit, and David
Schwartz' and Carl RizZO
representing Castle Nut Co., the
alleged infringer.
_.After an oral argument in
whIch all of the participants
received praise from the bench
and from those familiar with the
preliminary rounds, a decision
was rendered for Acme. Messrs.
Fasse and Soong will now go on
to represent the school in the
Houston regional of this national
competition which centers on
issues in patent, trademark, and
copyright law.
,:
. GilBERTS
SUM & SUBsTANCE
. . LEGALINES
SMITH REVIEWS-NUTSHELLS
~.CASE NOTES
WEST'S BLACK LETTERSERIES
, EMA.NUEL~HORNBOOKS·
STATIONARY. SUPPLIES AND MORE
W.
ft.·:···: ..,,·../1 . .
,AT.:~.
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK··CO.
HOURS:9:30 - 6:00 MONDAY- FRIDAY
...-_--"..-:-,... I.. -
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Profiles of Newest NLC Professors
by Elizabeth MacGregor
The National Law Center
haS announced the appointment
of three new Associate
professors to its faculty for the
spring semester of 1986. The
new professors are Beth Nolan,
Virginia Hoptman, and Ralph
Steinhardt.
Professor, Beth Nolan
re ce i v e d he r J. D. f rom
Georgetown University. After
graduating, she served as a law
clerk for Chief Judge Collins
Seitz of the Third Circuit for'
one year. After that, she
worked in the Justice
Department Office of Legal
Counsel for four years.
Beth Nolan
~.~,Nolari·described,:the; ,b'fffc~"
of legal counsel as serving as
legal advisor to tne' Attorney
General and the president. In',
this capacity, it interprets the
Constitution and' laws of the
United States, and has ultimate
authority in legislative disputes
in the executive branch. While
serving in this position, ,Nolan
had a special role of counseling
on ethics 9,uestions for
government offIcials.
Nolan joined the staff of
the NLC as a visiting professor
last f a Il., She is currently
tea ChI. n ~. .Pro f e s s ion a I
Responslblhty, Jurisprudence
Con.stitutional Law and ~
semmar on Constitutiohal Law.
. ,She has a special research
Interest in the professional
responsibility of government
~awyers versus that of attorneys
10 other fields. While she is
spending most of her time now
on classes, Nolan hopes to
corit tnue the project in the
summer;
Nolan likes teaching at the
NLC, and enjoys both the
students and her colleagues.
Professor Virginia Hopunan
received her J.D. from the
University of Virginia in .1980.
She clerked with Professor
Nolan for Chief Judge Seitz for
one year, and followed that by
clerking for Justice Marshall for
one year. Prior to coming to
the NLC last fall, Hoptman
worked for the D.C. law firm
~aI?lan. and Drysdale in tax and
. Ht lga t Ion,
Virginia Boptman
NLC Grad Sues GWU,
Dean Green
by Robert D. Jacobs
Barry Weisman, ,a 1982
graduate of' the NLC's J.D.
program, is suing the university,
Associate Dean Harold P. Green,
and an assistant to Green, Joan
O'Keefe, allegin~' that he was
wrongfully dfsmtssed from the
NLC'sLL.Mpro~ram.
Weisman IS suing GWUon
the basis on the actions of its
agents, Green and O'Keefe •. The .
suit names Green in both his
individual and official capacity
as Associate Dean for !,()st-J.D.
StUdies, and O'Keefe inf.1er
official capacity as ExecutIve
Assistant to the Dean for Post-
J.D. Studies.
Accordin~ to the Weis!"an
~omplaint, WhIChhas been flIed
in the U.S. DistrIct Court for
the District of Columbia, the
Plaintiff had completed 18 of 24
hours in the NLC's Master, of
Laws program when his grades
Were found, to be below the
minimum allowable cumulative
average necessary to remain in
the program--78--, andhe,,:\,a~,,
then dismissed.
The complaint also alleges
that within a few months of
this initial dismissal, Weisman
received a letter from Green
stating that Weisman could
re turn to the NLC as an
unclassified student, and that he
might be reinstated in the LL•.M
program if sufficient academic
ability were to be demonstrated
to meet the pro~ram standards.
An unclaSSIfied student is
one who participates in course
work, takes exams, and has
grades r-ecorded, but credit may
hot be' applled to degree
program requirements unless the
Dean approves. . . .
The complaint further
, alleges that a subsequent oral
representation was made several
months later by O'Keefe to
Weisman" indicating that he
could c~ntinue in the LL.M
pr-og r arn, and that he onl.y
needed to complete a four ~edit
thesis requirement. WeIsman
claims to have detrime~tally
relied on this representatIOn.
It is this contract that the
'" .".",~,~op •.Bll cer s
:_.; ~. :'11
Hoptman teaches Federal
I~c?me Tax, Federal Jurisdiction,
CIVIl Procedure, and a seminar
on Advanced Civil Procedure.
She has done some research on
structural injunctions, in which
the injunction reorganizes the
institution and the court
actually runs it. Examples
include court ordered busing and
prison. Hoptman also hopes to
research law and psychology
while here at the NLC.
Hoptman is impressed by
the' NLC students so far, and
finds the people here open and
interested in learning. She
advises law students to follow
their interests and pursue a
career in whatever they enjoy.
Professor Ralph Steinhardt
also joined the faculty last fall
as a visiting professor. Before
going to law school, Steinhardt
spent one year in Asia on. a
Henry Luce Foundation
scholarship. While there, he
worked for ASEANin areas of
law and economic development.
He attended Harvard University
Law School, and while there was
Articles Editor for the
International Law Journal.
After receiving his J. D.,
Steinhardt joined the D.C. firm
of Patton, Boggs, and Blow. He
worked in international law, and
among other tasks represented
foreign governments and worked
on in terna tional business
transactions. He did a great
deal of federal litigation,
Including enforcement of human
rights and immigration. He is
currently counsel for the U. N.
High Commissioner in the
Gracey case, which is
,challenging the interdiction of
I
"
Ralph Steinhardt
Haitian refugees.
Steinhardt teaches
Jurisprudence, International Law,
Conflicts of Laws and a seminar
on International Law of Air and
Space. He has a number of
pub Hea t ions in the field of
Internat Ional law and regulation
of international trade.
Steinhardt is married to a
member of GW's English
depar tme n t and has one
daughter. He enjoys playing the
guitar and piano, and even
considered a career in music
before entering the legal
profession. He likes working at
the NLC and mentioned that he
has always wanted to teach.
His advice to students is to take
a course in international law, as
all la wy e r s need some
understandIng of the field.
STILLHOT
Register now and save!
July1986 Resulting
State(s) Price Discount Course Price
CT, DC, FL,
Save $75. $650.MA, MD, ME, NH, $725.
NV,* VA, VT
NJ, PA $650. Save $50. $600.
RI $575. Save $35. $540.
*New York Audio Program not subject to discount.
DISCOUNT ENDS: March 6,1986
mID
BAR REVIEW
(617) 742-3900 (800) 343-9188 (202) 347-1971
or, contact your local campus representatives
The Advocate, January 27, 1986
Editorial Page
Wanted: A Full-Time Faculty
, ' '
Few past or present law students would disagree that t~e
reading and final examination period in law school is a ve~y:heC~lC
and frenzied time indeed. The final exam symbolizes"the fmish Iine
in a semester full of challenging hurdles.' , ,
But alas, the student may have ye~ another hurdle. to
overcome--a typographical error in the examtnat ion, or a quest ton
worded so poorly as to make for ambiguity In it~ meaning. The
professor is nowhere near Foggy Bottom, making It Impossible. to '
resolve the problem. The proctor may say to make an .assumpt Ion
and proceed with the question. ".. ... ' '.
Whoneeds this avoidable and purposeless anxiety? Certamly
not law students at final exam t ime.. Don't law students face
enough r.ressure without forcing them to read, the absent
professor s mind? We think so.
One of the most unacceptable aspectsof academic life at the
NLCis that some professors choose not to be available to clear up
problems that arise during exams. Incredibly, we know t~at some
professors see no obligation to be present In their offices for
student questions during the reading period.
It is high time that this practice of professors !lot be~ng
present in the building during final exams, and the readmg per-Iod
preceding exams, be halted. Absent unusual Circumstances, s~ch as
previous professional commitment, or illness, the faculty pol icy at
the NLCshould be one of mandatory presence of professors dur-Ing
final exams.
Students who pay $10,000/year in -tuft ion and fees deserve a
true full-time .facul ty, If you agree, we urge you to voice your
concern to the SBAor the NLC administration. Otherwise, good
luck on your spring exams.
Credit/No Credit Expansion
. Under the current' rules, which provide that a student must
decide by the eighth week of class,it IS difficult, if not impossible
for a student to make intelligent use of the credit/no-credit option.
No matter how much the administration skirts the issue,
grades are of monumental import to law students on the threshold
o~ competing ..in a tight job market. Many, NL,C,.students "are
discouraged from taking inyo~tant, .courses, because c)f, ,the. fl:ffio,unt:
of work Involved, or the difflcultyof the exam.' There are' other'
'courses which discourage students because the professor has the
reputat ion for handing out low grades or giving unfair exams. The
credit/no-credit optton allows a student to take a difficult course
he or she ordinarily wouldn't have, by making that student's course
load a bit less burdensome. Such a student is no slacker.
lfthe school is to have the C/NC option at all, it should
make it avaflable up until the final day of classes. Often student
IS up to date With all the reading when the C/NC option lapses,
and. due ~o a .pape.r:, or. unforsee~ even, the student is drastically
behind With fmals immtnent, A bigger problem is when a professor
crams 2/.3 of the syllabus into the .last 114 of the course, and a
student IS .forced to cram with new material instead of reviewing.
. ~ponents of extending the deadline argue that it would lend
Itself to abuse by students. However, they should consider this
Allowing for a student to decide at the end of the semeste;
~hether or not to take a class on a C/NCbasis would make i1. less
hkely that the student would target courses in which to put ~ittle
effort early in the semester.
. C?nside!ing the premium ~mployers put on grades, and the
mconslstencles and gamesmanshlI? which are already permitted in
compiling a GPA,the administration should be more responsive to
the ~eeds of th.e student.s, and allow students to desig ate a course
, ,c,rec:!lt/n~....credlt up until the end of the semester.
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Th-e DeviI's Advocate
The Devil'sAdvocat
Book Club
by Michael Goldsmith'
Things have been tight at
the Advocate since we got our
computer. Even though our
production costs have gone
down, the massive capital
outlays the Robber Barrens of
the administration forced us to
shell out left us in dire need
of green if we intend to
maintain the usual high
standards that you, the reader
, have grown accustomed to.
Tha t is why the Ilevil's
Advocate, for a limited time
only, is making this special
offer. For a mere peppercorn,
you can become a member 01
The Devil'sAdvocate Book Club.
After paying a modest
membership fee, (only $42.95 per
month) you can be eligible to
purchase these great literary
masterpieces offered to you only
here in The Devil's Advocate
Book Club. Once a member, you'
need, only purchase 2 books a
month at our regular club price
($27 for one book, $60 for two)
for the next 7 years. Our
books have been printed by the
".NLp's Y~rity, p~~;>s"~h~,,"icl:1ie
.'1Tes.s':'~b,mp'le'te','W,ith.~~arl 't~d
i .coversvandv-warer' 'thm,' smeary
inked pages. (Eating while you
are rea din g i s n '0 t
recommended). Here is a sBJ11>le
of the titles you can choose
from: '
The World According To Shalpe
by Dave Sharpe. (Author of
"Lunched With A Judge)
Journey to a world of friendly,
aimless meanderings and
seemingly pointless .'tangents,
where the reader SUddenly comes
to grips with a mind who reads
metaphysics into civil procedure.
(" Do you think teaching the
civil rules of procedure is like a
rearranging your refrigerator?")
This runaway best seller is soon
to be a major motion picture
with the late Ed Platt (The
Chief from "Get Smart").
portraying "Mr. Excitement,',
Dave Sharpe. (540 pages)
A Pockwork <kange
by Max Pock. (Author
Apockalypse ,Now!)
Anecdotes of the wit.} wisdom,
and warmth that is Max Pock.
Here is an excerpt; ,
" "" ' .Look friends; Enough
paternali,sm. , Let the, poor
assign their wages! Howelse
could they buy their. stereos!J' ,
of
:\'
This book is also a, "How to"
gUide" where Pock teaches' the . ,
reader the art of talking In"
bo 11erpla te, or us ing':'~;'ari
unnecessary mass of verbiwre to '
cloud a kernel of truth "it you
too can talk like an adhesion.
'contractl" (2207 pages plushandouts) ,., "',, .
.)~; <~ UO'11··:.~-r'.~~;"><-i_J·';·'·;
• The Faculty Fitness Book
Amust for Associate Professo
This book sho ws a new
tenured professor how
gradually phase out writingf
publication, forget how
convey knowledge to studen
gain 50 pounds, and go fr
associate professor to deadwo
in 5 easy steps. (226 pages)
I've Never Played The Game
Memories of an
academic.
by Thomas Dienes.
C. Thomas Dienes, a noted a
chair quarterback describes
days as a feared litigator.
pages)
Lake .Joelbegone Days
by Joel Seligman
In this concisely writt
autobiography, Joel Seligm
describes the fateful day he
dramatically ran out of t
world of corporate law (Jo
c- ~gone!) '~!Jr be ing too hone
~ l :Joe1,'-:th~n' ehronicles how
8.t exacted' revenge by becoming
" fearless 'and feared Nade
Raider., (1035 pages)
Withering Rights
by Dave Robinson
This historical novel is set
the by-gone time of yesterye
when "real men", and not t e,
current "whimps" comprised t
"Supremes" (Supreme Cour ~
Robinson nostalgically reca
the good old days before t
. bill of rights was applied to
states and when punishment
never considered cruel
unusual.
Mary Dearest
by C; a student
Mary Cheh could be sweet
'pie, and the public saw her
an excellent law professor. i
there were those who knew.
the darker side of Mary eh, '-,
This book reveals the shock g
and awful truth about a cl'
brutalized by an exam
devas t a ted by a gra
(Warning' This book conta
explicit ~xam questions and
be ~oo g~aphic for slackers
cruisers.)
lLegal ~ribia 1Jlf3J
Bow' many presidential t!
conferences has PresIde 1.
Reagan •held in his 5 years
office! "
.1.
• ~. " >
,', Y,' •• ; ~
'.- ...~' -,
'>
. bf:.1'.J"~!;;··l I~~~·j.~
&.....-..;J;":J'~.,~Jl' ;',l~~I/,. ~:/·,~....·~J~\.;..~'j().IiVi;:'" j 'l··"j ..,""
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The Advocate,
To 1be Editor:
Why is it that the majority
of clinical programs at the NLC
must be taken on a credit/no
credit basis? Similar programs
offered to students at the
Georgetown University Law
Center allow those enrolled to
receive a grade' for their
efforts. I find it difficult to
formulate an argument in
support of the position taken by
the NLC on this matter. What
makes the work product of a
student· enrblled In a clinic of ..
less merit than that of the
student who simply does his
homework and prepares for an.
examination? One would think
that the answer to this question
is "nothing." If such is the
case, howeve~ why is the
distinction with respect to
grades made at all? Are there
not members of the faculty who
are capable of e~aluating clinical
page 9
Jacobs' Ladder
- Turning the Tables on Smokers
bY Robert D. .Jacobs studies and surveys on the .
. obvious detrimental effects of deadly act, which the faculty has the authority to say "no" in
The 'smoki~ policy smoking, Instead, this column senate has e lear ly condemned. a public setting. The NLC
1 seeks only to urge a stron While not tons of personal should exerci h th ltresolution recent passed by statement by the NLC a ,g autonomy counsel against ise sue au on y,
the university senate, if smoking In pubtic areas. garnst restrtcttng this Irresponsible act and thereby add strength to and by President Ll d already growing sentimentapprove oy. The George Washington carned out 10 private, society against smoking in public areas.
Pliot, will go a lo~ wQ ~~e~l~f~ultY~M~~lli r-------~--~-~~-~~==~=~~~~~~~~~~
toward making life more th is resolution, has made a L . for juvenile crime.
bearable for Ilonsmoking SOCially correct statement that etters A truly enlightened people
members of the university nonsmokers should not have to· will not long remain inditfefellt
community and 'turn the tables' be exposed to a health risk in to . social practices which
against those who smoke. I order to. allow a minority to dehumanize all. Now that the
[See related story on page 1]. engage In an. act of self- To 'Ibe Editor: story of young Roach's death
The 1a ud a ble senate destruction. Simply stated the has hit the news services of the
resolution prohibits smoking "in presl;lmption ,Will now be ag~inst . The purpose of this letter wor Id, one can only take
all University bufldlngs and pubhc smoking instead of vice IS to call attention to the lack comfort in the hope that this ~
facilities except in areas which versa. of moral justification for the case has focused sufficient
are specifically designated as . After President Elliot's death of James Terry Roach in attention to ensure that people
'Smoking Permit ted. '" The hkely approval of the resolution, South Carolina's electric chair will demand from their elected
resolution also calls for certain the only reasonable, health- last week. Surely, the execution representatives the assurance
areas to be exempted from this . minded action for the SBAand of, individuals who commit that this terrible wrong will not
rule, such as investment the law'school administration to cr rme s as juveniles is an occur again.
properties, offices, and residence take is to post a "smoking examplo of cruel and unusual There is still much work to
halls, with some qualifications. permitted" sign in the current punishment. be done in the world before
While the action reflects enclosed 'smoking room' on the While almost all civilized true justice prevails. The older
the collective voice of the second floor of the library, and nat ions of the world have ~eneration hopes that new,
university senate, the substance prohibit smoking in all other i'eJected capital punishment as a Idealistic leadership will come
of the resolution was conceived publtc areas of the NLC. brutal and 1Oappropriate exercise from your ranks.
by a committee formed by Elliot, . Public areas included in 10 legal authority, our nation is Kinta Haller
whosemlsston itt ,was to1, review such a ban would be classrooms
I
still tolerating the death penalty Hidden Hills, California
the un iv e rar y s po ICy on hallways, stairwells, and- al .
smoking. Hence, it is likely Iounges, Smoking must be
that Elliot will approve the prohibited in lounges, even
senate action, or at Ieast its where currently set aside for
major features. smokers, because these areas are
What could all this mean not enclosed or on a separate
for NLCstudents} faculty, and Ventilation system, making the
staff? It could, and should, health threat to those in
mean that nonsmokers in the adjoining hallways just as real
NLC coinmunity will no longer as if smoking were taking place
be subjected to a documented in the hallway itself.
cause of lung cancer--"second- Certainly smokers will
hand" or passive smoking. regard these steps as ludicrous
And there is great reason and extreme. Yet, it must be
for nonsmokers to. avoid this observed that those who choose
.,men,ac e ...pr od u,ce,d<.by:~.t,he:.to smoke gener:ally ...have little
. sidestream smoke 'which 'drifts regard for theirowil:health, and
off the tip of a cigarette.' The therefore, cannot be expected to
EPAhas found that the smoke understand when steps are taken
that you choke on in NLC to protect the health of others
hallways, stairwells,. and in who are put at risk through no
passing by the smoking ·lounge-- choosing of their own.
referred to as second-hand . Our society is gradually
smoke--accounts for up to 5000 turning the tables on the
lung cancer deaths annually in presumption that smoking is a
nonsmokers. socially acceptable act. What
But, . the purpose here is smoking is, in fact, is a widely
not to cite an endless array of documented, irresponsible and
Eliminating the Evils in Law
There is nothing pretty
about a conflict between
adversaries. Watchingt wo
carnivores clash over. a carcass
or two beasts battle over the
right to mate with a third is
the animal kingdom's equivalent
to the art to which we aspire:
lawyers are the .champions of
confIict; While I believe there is
ml;lchgood in supplanting war
i~th. words, which is what our.
ltlgOUS society has
acco~lished, there is a certain,
repulSive taint to the parasitic
me~hod of compensat ton upon
~h~Ch the pract tctng attorney
Iles, '. ... ,. .. .
From the first day'Ot'our
legal education we have been
exposed to the notion' that 'ifr.0u are to win, another ,must
fose. If you are to collect: your
ee, you' must grind 'your
~dversary into legal powder.
laced closer to home, if you
are going ...to get·· the' good
grades,you must drive another
down the list of class rankings.
. SUchpetty concerns, vitally
Important to some, has led to
the kind of destruction that
fosters social strife: vital books
~~eded for class research topics
ldden; leading cases ripped
from reporters; a exam razored'
out of its binding hours after
its model answers were placed
on reserve. Acts like these, all
of which. happened in one
section last semester, shout of a
reprehensible' atmosphere so
pervasive within these walls.
rpSEDIXIT"'"
by Ken Brothers
Our present system of· Iegal
instruction excludesequahty 10
·lawschool; can we re,ally·expect
,tha tthe products of. such
'inequitable instituti~ms addr~ss
themselves·· to such Issues ·wlth
any amount of s.inc~rity? .
Perhaps this IS .why "the
most courageous civil
.libertarians rarely are the class
valedectorians, and those w~o
ascribe to such concepts later ill
life ., (often in the name of.
scholarship)' do so only after
assuring their personal fortunes
are established. Ruthless. self-
interest too often precedes
concern for. the whole or
society.,
Law school is not the place
fora redeemer of society. I find
it disheartening that most
lawyers succumb to survival by
exploiting people's weaknesses.
certainly there will be no need
for lawyers in heaven, which
does not bode well for any of
. us.
But I believe the picture is
not totally grim; I do not ,yet
intend to abandon my education.
Maybe I am tilting WindmillsIbut I believe there are vita
virtues in law that can outweigh
its common evils.
We all have heard how
la wyers are well-situated to
foster social change- maybe a
few still believe it. Always,the
question is, "Ho~?" A go<?d
many of us, myself illcluded, Will
face· twenty thousand dollar~ or
more of debt upongraduatlOn.
Jug~ling such co~siderations c;:an
limit your optIOns come .JOb
season. But such considerations
pale when compared to the
compelling needs of a societr at
large. I therefore am determmed
to establish a goal of
. contributing one-tent~. of my
time as a private practitioner to
pro bono work, and chal.1enge
the rest of you to set a similar
goal.
January 27, 1986
performance on a numerical
basis?
It seems to me that clear
communica tion with clients,
polished business
professionalism, and sound case
management skills are crucial
aspects of lawyering. Even the
attorney with superior mental
ability must master to some
degree these rudiments if he
wishes to be successful. The
mandatory credit/no credit
requirement concerning clinics
dimInIshes the
importance of these programs as
part of a well-rounded legal
education. The administration
should therefore consider
seriously a change in its present
stance and allow students an
option to participate in all
clinical programs for a grade.
Sincerely
Gregory Galterio
I make such a declaration
public for two reasons. First, to
keep mysel! honest, for I know
that such a resolution will not
be simple, I and expect my
classmates to remind me of it
often. Second, to encourage
others of you to do likewise.
Law is a double-edged
sword, and will kill its bearer
just as easily as it will slay
dragons. If properly used, with
finesse and cautionl it is aninstrument of just ce, as it
should be. But too often greed
and ambition turn the sword
against its master, always at the
cost of personal happiness and
satisfaction.
More importantly, such
misuse of the law creates the·
absence of constructive
improvements, much to the
detriment of our social sel!-
improvement. I have seen too
many lawyers disillusioned with
their work to believe suc:h
personal and social decay IS
mere happenstance. Personal
integritr and a commit~ment to
unse If Ishness promises an
avoidance of the pitfalls of ~w•
It is .a path to which we all
ought to dedicate our lives and
professions.
. .. ..
":the' Advocate, January 27, 1986
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.'iA~:RevueRevie~1'
e- ~.....-.-, ,.-.... ' ...,.
'f~:J'; ~
by JbD'tOchner
~P>"', '..' ..«: ....
',;; "So you wanna be a rock-n-
'rpll star'?", "Do youwal\t to see
'.tour n.ame i~ lights?,""Th~re's
'l\C>;~UslnessIlke show,businessr'.
Why in the traditi~8,lly dry
(dull) atmosphere of the 'NLC
.are students speaking in, tones
.that speak of creattvtty, original
tl'iought and excitement? . No,
we're not discusalng how to
spice up your resume.
In a, ~ew weeks, another
Law Revue, \production will be
presented,and the above is a \
sampler of the kinds of
questions presented to those
who auditioned for the show.
Having had no previous
experience in acting, singing
or dancing, I was skeptical at
what talent I had which would
lead a show director to ask me
to come to an audition. Seeing
the talents other participants
had!. I began to wonder more.
Hut, soon after having
arrived, I found a niche into
which I fit. And it won't even
require that I move many props-
-just a willingness to jump, fall
and tumble, a couple of tlmes a
week. .
Leaving the acting portion
of the audttton, I did not feel
that badly. I fi~ured I could
tell the singing dtrectors I had
a voice that made my mother
cringe, and the dancers that my
feet had been bronzed and had
never since left the floor on
which they stood. .After
relaying this information, I did
not think I'd have to move a
muscle in those two auditions.
I was ,wrong. Somehow, I
ended up singing a corny old
song and riVing my impression
of how thought a faCUlty
member would move if chased by
enemies. More surprising, to
mel is that I did not die in the
efIort. It only left me a little
bit breathless. .
Seeing my efforts, the
directors retained the good
grace to thank me for' my
efforts (and for not requesting
that I be a part of any chorus
line). They accurately assessed
my abilities and now all I have
to do 'is f all on cue and scream
a t the appropriate moments.
These are talents I picked up
trying to convince my parents
that I should not have to go to
school on days incomplete book
reports were due.
Fortunately, the cast will
be filled with those who can act
with style, sing in tune and
dance on time. So this year's
Law Revue should be another
success, an event all students
should make an effort to attend.
SUMMER
LAW· STUDY
Dublin
London
Mexico City
'Oxford
Paris
Russia-Poland
San Diego
't. Foreign law Programs
Univ. of San Diego School of law
Alcala'Park, San Diego CA 92110
By W. "lbomas Mallison-
[Ed. note: Prof. Mallison is
Director of the International
.and Cotnparative LI.i~ Progr-am.]
~ "4 '
It is wen known that in"
civilized sootetres all murder is
prohibited. It is neither moral
nor practical to prohibit only
some kinds of murder. For the
same reasons1 international lawprohibits all terror whether
perpetrated, by individuals,
groups or states. Recent events
have provided ample illustrations
of diverse acts of terror.
Law Re"ue Show March 1
Just when they thought it
was safe to start teaching law
school agatn.,; The eighth annual
Law Revue has begun rehearsing
for this year's performance.
What is The Law Revue? For
those who didn't see the
highlight videotape the first
week of classes, The Law Revue
IS an annual one-night show
comp.rised of skits, dances, and
songs.
, The tradition began eight
years ago, and the show has
~rown since then, until today, it
IS the, NLC's largest student
or'ganf aat ion, The Revue is
wrttten, directed and performed
entirely bY students from the
NLC,.and the numbers generally
reflect student's insights into
life as a law student at G.W.
" Of course, the professors
and administration do come in
for a lot of good-natured
ribbing as well. ..c; • , _ 0'. ,
This year'sshow'wilt· be'
presented on March 1 at 7:30
P.M., at Lisner Auditorium.
Auditions have been held, and in
accordance with Law Revue
tradition, all 89 of those who
auditioned have been cast into
the show. Rehearsals have
begun, and the usual veil of
secrecy has been thrown over
the proceedings. Ask a cast
member what will be, in the
ShOWhand they will just smile.T is year's executive
directors, Dave Barsky and Tom
Johnston} were just as tight-
lipped, out did say that Law
Revue VIII would feature more
portrayals, of professors than
any of the earlier shows,
inclUding some in singing roles.
So, if you want to see
, you r f a v 0 rite pro f e s s0r
.portra:yed be at Lisner on March
1st. TIckets will be on sale in
the NLC~obby in mid-February.
", The killing' of three Is.r.~elis
> • ion a yacht in a Cypn.ot na.r1?or
;'committed by a group Ident iffed
. :a son e Brit 0 n ' and two:¥ Palestinians is termed terrorism
'.ai1(:t is also murder uqder' ·,~he
domestic law of Cyprus,' WhICh
has jurisdiction to ·try the
accused because the crime. took
place there. Each of the three
defendants has been convicted
and sentenced.
Since the crime is fully
accountable under Cypriot law,
there is' no legal justification
for any action by the State of
Israel. However,shortlyafter
this event Israel used its United
States 'supplied aircraft to
attack and kill more than sixty
Tunisians and Pales tinians at a
P.L.O. headquarters near Tunis.
Although It :was claimed to be
an act of self-defense, this mass
killing could not meet the dual
. requirements of international
law: (1) an actual necessity to
repel an existing attack (or an
imminent. threatened attack) on
the State of Israel and (2)
proportionality in the defensive
measures. _
The Israel! attack was also.
unlawful as viorating Tunisian
sovereignty as well as the
"legi tima te se If-def ense"
requirement of the United
States- Israel Mutual Defense
Assistance Agreement (l952).
The specific violations of law
involved compel the conclusion
that the Israeli action was state
terror which is prohibited even
in the situation of an armed
conflict by article 33 of the
Geneva Convention for the
Protection of Civilian ·Persons
(1949).·, ,.>, .'" ." ... .... """,.' ,.'
.The' laterhija'cking'o{'the;'
Italian flag cruise ship, Achille
Lauro, was another act of
terror. Its components included
kidnapping, hostage-taking, and
murder, each of which is a
violation of the Italian law in
effect on its merchant ship on
the high seas. For this reason
the Italian Government has clear
cr,iminal law jurisdiction in
contrast to the, at best, dubious
jurisdictional claim of the
United states because· of the
U.S. citizenship of the murder
victim.
. The interception of the
Egyptian civil air liner by U.S•.
Navy aircraft in order to
capture the hijackers could only
be justified legally as a narrow
and limited exception to the
international law )?rinciple of
non-interference WIth civil air
transportation. If the exception
becomes an accepted rule, it will
be used against U. S. aircraft
U. S. citizens. \ . "
The 'pat tern tor these ri
events provides il1ustratio~
state and group terrorism ea
seeking to qnd "justification"
the acts ot the other T
integral relationship betwe~nt
t \yo provides evtderics that bo
k inds of. rerrortsn, must
con tro Ll e d and eliminat
through the enforcement of t
law.
.An in dis pen sa b I
requirement for the terminati
of terror arising from t
Middle East is a .genuine pea
based on the mutual need
Israelis .and Palestinians a
with justice for both. As long
there are young Palestinians
Lebanese 'livin~ under the "Ir
Fist" of mihtary occupati
there will be no lack of recrui
who, through frustration a
perceived lack of viab
alternatives, are Willing
volunteer for the kinds
murders and related feloni
which recently took place
Vienna and Rome.
.. In spite of government
failure to produce a meaningf
peace process, there are so
sound grounds. for hope, The
IS an mcreasmgly large a
influential peace movement
the State of Israel which see
to promote Israeli nation
interests and recognizes t
failure of military means to
so •.
One si~nificant part of
movement IS the COuncil f
Israeli- Palestinian Peace whi
is led by distinguished Jewi
politicians, soldiers, a
scholars. One. of the sever
small,butgrowing, peace gro
in the United States
Washington Area Jews f
Israeli- Palestinian Peace. It is
least, possible that democrat
societies can produce
alternative to the reliance
weapons and terror which h
been a disaster for all t
peoples of the Middle East. T
continuation of this fal
reliance would be a disaster f
the entire. world community.
. lLegal m;rib ia 1JlJ
1be Rev. Leon Sullivan,
author of the Sullivan Principl
an employment code fo
American ·businesses in Sou
Africa, is a native of what ci
COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY LAW BOOKS ELSEWHERE
Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids
Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's, legalines, Nutshe,lIs, Hornbooks, Ziontz, etc.
READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS
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rob/ems In Our Prisons
Overcrowding and Violence is Typical in Today's Prisons
bY Joe Admire
[Ed. note: The Advocate will
examine, in a series of a~t.lCles,
thechaotIC state of our JaIls•. In
thiS article, we make a br ief
verview of some of the more
Dressingproblems' of' our penal
~ystem,especially overcrowding.] .
Almost daily, the evening
eWS is dotted with the
depressing litany of .problems
cornprisin&the cur~ent sttuation
f AmerIcan pr rsons , For
fnstance, the Lorton
Reformatory (the District of
COlumbia'spenitentiary) and the
D C Jail are desperately
o~e~crowded, and there is
currently a major dispute. in
rogress between the CIty
~overnmen t and the Justice
Department over the issue of
whether a new jail should be
built.
Violence also seems to be
endemic to our penal system, as
the most recent outburst (at
WestVirginia's state prison) has
graphically illustrated.
Amongthe troubles we face
in tryin& to de a l with the
problems m our prrsonss
1) The jail pop~lation. is
getting younger. It IS a trutsm
that teenagers and young adults
are more likely to get into
trouble with the law than other
segments of the population. The
nBaby Boom" of the postwar
period produced the largest
number of young people in our
nation's history,whichhasJed
to a dramatic rise In,.!he,~rim~_,
rate..,...,~t: ",;-'{'-' l~_~~;~"ic '.€oI~.ar~lo~
Consequently, more,'y6ung'-'
people are getting put in jail;
for instance, out of a total jail
p opu lation (as opposed to
pemtentiary population) in 1983
of 223,000, 50,799. were
classified as juveniles--that is,
those under 18.
2) Black Americans are also
being arrested and sent to jail
in disproportionate numbers.
Blacks constitute rougWy 12% of
the U.S. population. During
the 1975-83 period, the
percentage of blacks and other
minorities arrested went from
27.8% to 28.9%; a seemingly
small figure which obscures the
fact that nearly a million more
blacks were arrested in 1983
than in 1975.
Also, in most cases, those
arrested people, black and
white, have to be put
somewhere to await trial. This
means more people in our jails.
3) Sexual assaults and other
forms of violence are by no
means rarities in the American
penal system. Brutality toward
prisoners by guards· and by
other prisoners has become an
accepted fact of prison life in
this country.
Perhaps the most urgent
~roblem, however, is one that
mteracts with all the other
factors to create explosive
situations, a problem that often
crops up m lists of grievances
re leased by prisoners during
uprisings--overcrowding.
The situation is stark:
there are too many prisoners
and not enough jails. As has
already been noted, there .is. a
critical need for .new f ac ilft.Iea
to .hous e . the .. ,inmates!.,~ofii
Wasiiingtoh'g ;'conVicts; !"in fact
officials have warned that they
a
~.~
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wi}l have to start releasing
pnsoners if new jails are not
constructed. swiftly. The
p~obl.em however, is not the
Dlstnct~s alone, but is that of
the entire nat ion,
In the 1978-83 period, the
number of jails (those structures
intended to hold prisoners prior
to trial and for misdemeanors)
dropped from 3,493 to 3,338 •. In
that same period, the number of
inmates jumped from 158,394 to
223,600.
As for state and federal
prisons, the number has risen
from 166,123 in 1950 to 417,721
in 1983. It is not anticipated
that this figure will decline
anytime soon.
Overcrowdtng, bad living
conditions, and c ha ng e d
attitudes toward Incarcerat ion,
among other factors, have also
led to a decrease in the amount
of time that prisoners are
serving on their terms. In 1965,
the average sentence was 32.6
months, of which 19.9 months
were served. In 1983, the
average sentence had risen to
35.4 months, the typical prisoner
now serving only 15.9 months.
Hence, not only are prisons
overcrowded, but the possibility
exists that the prisons may be
packed with the wrong sort of
people, while the people who
really need to be held in
custody may be at liberty
because there is no room to
house them.
The answer to
overcrowding lies in a cruel
dilemma for state and federal
officials: either release more
convicts and appear to be "soft
on cr ime," or raise taxes and
risk the wrath of the people.
Future reports will investigate
the options available to the state.
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complaint states was breached
by GWU, through the action of
its agent, Green, who allegedly
refused to allow Weisman to
complete the program, with full
knowledge of 0 Keefe's
representation.
The relief sought by the
Plaintiff is specific performance
of the alleged agreement
between Weisman and O'Keefe,
or damages amoun t ing to
$100,000.00. A temporary
restraining order and injunction
are also being sought, which if
granted, would have the effect
ot ; putting IVeismal'l"buck'-into
the degree program.
One NLC student who is
assisting Weisman in this legal
action, spoke with The Advocate
on the condition that his
identity remain anonymous. He.
stated that "there's a real sense
of both a subst ant tve and
procedural wrong being
committed here.
He con tinued, IIBarry's
score of 82 in (Law 504) showed
he was making the progress that
Green's letter said was required.
Plus, there is a serious lack of
JLega[ m:ribia
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
1. Alaska, $93,084.
2. Delaware, Oklahoma, and
South Dakota.
3.President Reagan has held 33
meetings with the press;
President Carter held 59 press
conferences during his 4 year
term.
4.C2larleston, West Virginia.· '
• •• •• •
WE'VEMOVED! : :
Near Caq>us: 2021 L St., N.W. • •
Suite 250 • •• •887-0771 • •
Hours: Weekdays 8 am - 7 pm • •
sat. 10 am - 5 pm • •
. ,_.. _~--' ....;._~ ~~~~~~~~~~~.:"': .~*11< 11< 11< 11< **.~ :* * 'f.*;·I":f.lrt· "' «_ '": '. f :. ; ~ '1';1,')/; j';'; .::::«.:r~.<
procedural guarantees in
appearing before the (Graduate
Studies Board)."
When asked if the lawsuit
amounted to something personal
between Weisman and Green, the
student said, liTo my knowledge,
there's nothing fersonal between
Barry (Weisman and Green."
When asked to comment on
this matter, both Dean Barron
and' Green refused, citing a
policy of not commenting on
pending litigation. Both men
acknowledged that such a
lawsuit had been filed.
0' Keefe refused to
comment· on the suit,. and
emphasized that, "You (Th~
Advoca tel had heard not~
trom Us (the Defendants).
Weisman also declined to
comment on the specifics of the
suit.
On January 31, at 1 pm,
there will be a hearing on a'
motion by the Plaintiff to
expedite deposition, and on
February 10, at 10 am, in court
room # 4 of the U.S. District
Court, there will be a hearing
on the Plaintiff's motion for a
preliminary injunction.
CLASSIFIED
Eighty-sevendays unti I classes
are over. Finals are on the
oorizon. Let the panic begin!
TYPING BY LEGAL SECRETMY:
Have your tYPing done by a
professional, quickly and
accurately, on an IBM-III.
I'm located three blocks from
campus. Call 760-1666, 246-
4360, or 960-6851.
•••• • • • • •• •
Happy birthday on January 26 to
a wonderful Mom, from your son.
Love, Bob.
* * * * 11< 11< * * * * * 11<Dear Lorra Ine: I 'tlopeyou come
up and see me sometime. I miss
you SO. Love, Michael...........-
ACCrn,.IB-Y YOURS: Word process j ng
company geared to student ne3ds.
Legal experience. Overnight service.
Open 24 hrs/daf, 7 days 8 .eek.
"Wel~ hatl- 797-3636
The Advocate, January 27, 1986
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. $50.00
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$675.00
$100.00 - I
$175.00
..
'" Available to non-seniors only.
PENNSYLVANIA
DOWNPAYMENT
$50.00
FULL PRICE
$750.00
DISCOUNT
$135.00
Whichever state-youchoose,·a $50.00 downpayment ...•. ';". .' ; ;-'.
, t-; . ~ ~ • ','" • Reserves yoU! seat.in the course with the highest pass
/ rates:(as proven by independent Studies). ;' . :
... : : .Releases. detailed outlines for ,all subjects, without
additional book.deposits.c-. '." ":, .... .~, "
. ..'.....: .. Freezes' your discounted .p~Icewithout furth~r billing
. until 'your exam year. '. . ~. .
·SEEA CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TODAy OR CALL US. ~.' ...
. . '
'.. .8~!DlEiJDmIJ.NM1l1~1ml J;.EGALEDUCATIONAL CENTERS
\19 East 21st. Street New York, N.Y. 10010· -- ..---.."
(212) 505-2060 (Collect)
(800) 253-3456 (Outside NY)
